
Simplify Your AFE Management
Pandell AFE automates authorization for expenditure workflows 
with approval routing and budgeting tools, providing energy 
companies with greater efficiency and accuracy.

Canned reports are old school. Pandell AFE introduces an executive dashboard and dynamic Smart Folders 
which give you the flexibility to filter, save, and recall any combination of AFE data. Get to the core of your 
data fast, anytime.

Drill Down to What’s Really Going On

Pandell AFE makes working in the field just as easy as being in the office. All AFE data is stored in a secure, 
central web location and you can upload, edit, and approve AFEs using your laptop, tablet, or phone.

Work on Your AFEs From Anywhere

Get 85% Faster AFE Approvals
Had enough of losing folders and tracking down late approvals? Pandell AFE directs your AFEs through 
electronic, customized workflows. Keep your AFE process, just make it faster, paperless, and audit ready.

Benefits

Budget, Actuals and Field Estimates
Make audits a breeze by keeping track of historical imports, full property history, and audit trails. Everything 
is linked to the AFE for ease of access.

Features Full Archive & Library of AFEs
Don’t split your workflow between legacy paper files and current digital ones. Pandell AFE keeps 
everything in one place for easy reference.

“My Work” AFE Organizer
Automatically populate your dashboard with work assigned to each user, helping you keep organized even 
if notification emails get overlooked.

Full Workflow
See the full workflow of an AFE and everyone who’s interacted with it at any given point and allow only 
those with access to approve or reject AFEs.

AFE Dashboard
Dashboard widgets keep you up-to-date. Easily see quick counts, which AFEs are awaiting your action, 
system statuses, and much more.

AFE Task Notifications & Scheduling
Make sure you don’t miss out on an important task with built-in notifications and the ability to schedule 
routine tasks.

Product Summary
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Electronic Signatures
With full support for electronic signatures, you’ll never have to print, sign, scan, and email ever again.

Printable AFEs
Print any AFE in internal/external formats with informational variants available for those who need to 
drill down.

Murphy Oil EXPRO USA

“Pandell AFE has significantly reduced our AFE approval time, taking it from 20-30 days, down to only one 
day. I’m not sure how we could have survived without Pandell AFE this year.”

What They’re 
Saying

Mobile Approvals
Never leave people hanging again, approve or reject AFEs on the go with the Pandell AFE mobile app.
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